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-Use Normally Open
Momentary Switch
For Trigger
-DO NOT Use Any Type
Of Mechanical Relay
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Cut Trans Brake Ground Wire
Near Solenoid And Splice In
“Bump Box” As Illustrated.

-Connect Orange Wire To Solenoid
Ground Wire
-Connect Black Wire To Original
Solenoid Ground Point

Quick Start Guide
Firmware Ver 1.5

The Bump Box operates by releasing the transmission brake for a
preset, adjustable period of time. The time period must be adjusted
to suit the combination in which it is installed.
It may take a bit of experimentation to arrive at the setting that will
result in the perfect "Bump" you want. Some racers like to Bump to
the second bulb in just one bump, while others may like to take three
smaller bumps to move to the second bulb.

The time is adjusted using two rotary dials on the box.
The Left is labeled "Coarse" and the Right is labeled "Fine".
As you might guess, the coarse adjustment yields more dramatic
changes in the length of the Bump. Each click of the Course dial is
approximately equal to 3 clicks of the Fine dial.
The fine setting allows you to tune the Bump to your precise needs.

We recommend starting with the following setting:
Coarse = 1
Fine = 3
Test this by triggering a Bump while duplicating the race-staging condition.
If the car moves too far, reduce the Coarse setting to 0 and test again.
Adjust the Fine setting to achieve the desired Bump response.*
If the Bump doesn't move the car or the response is far less than
desired, increase the Coarse setting one click on the dial and try again.
When the Coarse setting yields a Bump that is close to the desired
response use the Fine setting to further tune.
*If testing on an unprepped surface, the amount of movement of the car
may be less than it will be on the starting line, due to tire slippage.
**A line lock on the rear brakes is preferred by some, as it reduces
the amount the car rocks when bumped. Rear Line lock seeems to work
the best, but if a front line lock is already installed, it should suffice.
If the car moves too far even though you have selected the lowest
settings on both dials, contact Davis Technologies support for assistance.
If the car does not move even though you have selected the highest
settings on both dials, contact Davis Technologies support for assistance.
Motor sports products and parts are sold "as is" without any warranty whatsoever. Implied warranties, including
warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose, are excluded. The entire risk of quality and performance
of such parts is with the buyer. Should such parts prove defective following their purchase, the buyer and not the
manufacturers, distributors, or retailers, assumes the entire cost of all necessary services or repair.
The Davis Technologies, LLC’s products and parts warranties are voided if the vehicle or part is used for competition or if
they fail as a result of modification. It is the purchaser/competitor’s responsibility to inspect and verify the dimensions,
specifications, and performance of all parts as being appropriate for the use to which the purchaser/competitor will put
them prior to any actual installation and use of said products and/or parts. The purchaser/competitor is on notice that
motor sport competition (commonly known as "racing") is an inherently dangerous activity which can result in serious
personal injury and even death to participants and even to spectators. If these parts and/or products are used in motor
sport competition, any and all risk of and liability for any resulting damage, injury or death is with the purchaser/competitor.
In no event shall Davis Technologies LLC be held liable for special or consequential damages.
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